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STATIONARY STATISTICS AND SEQUENTIAL PROPERTIES

OF NORMAL BEAM AND GLOBAL SOLAR RADIATION ON ;~'~

TILTED SURFACES .;;.0::;
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,

J. M. GORDON* and T. A. REDDyt co;:!

Applied Solar Calculations Unit, Jacob Blaustein Institute for Desert Research, Ben-Gurion University ,::~'
of the Negev, Sede Boqer Campus 84993, Israel :::-~

[ Abstract-The stationary statistics and persistence characteristics of both hourly and daily total global
solar radiation on tilted surfaces, as well as of hourly nonnal beam radiation, on a discrete monthly
basis, are analyzed in a fonnalism akin to previous studies for global horizontal solar radiation. Our
database includes three Australian locations of varying latitude and clearness index. We find that with

a proper geometric/statistical transfonnation, the Probability Density Function (PDF) of global radiation
on tilted surfaces can be accurately predicted from the corresponding statistics for global horizontal
radiation, the latter typically being far more readily available. The PDF of hourly nonnal beam radiation

seems to be well predicted via modification of a simple analytic functional fonn previously proposed

for modeling global horizontal radiation. Finally, the persistence times and persistence strengths of global

radiation on tilted surfaces and of nonnal beam radiation are found, not surprisingly, to be very similar

to the corresponding values for global horizontal radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION tilt angle). This article extends previous studies to

Th I . . ii d ' h this regime.
ere are at east two motIvatIons or stu ymg t e .. ,.

stationary and sequential properties of solar radia- Our approach to ,the .s~udy of s~la.r radIatIon IS I.n-

tion. One is of purely meteorological interest toward fluenced by the avaIlabIlIty of radIatIon data; that IS,

understanding how nature behaves. Anothe; is that daily global horizontal .radi~tion data are most com-

these properties serve as essential input data for de- mono Mor~ rare, but. st!llfairly commo~, are hourly

sign procedures of certain types of solar energy sys- global h~nzontal radIatIon data. Rarer stIlI are hourly

terns. For example, global radiation data on a daily no~~1 beam radiation data (daily total normal beam

time scale are the primary climatic driving force for radIatIon data by themselves are almost n.ev~r tabu-

solar energy systems with a "memory" (effective lated). Most rare, perhaps, are global radIatIon data

storage) of the order of one day or longer. This is on tilted surfaces, be it on,a d~ily or an ,hourly time

typical to stand-alone photovoltaic systems, and ap- scale, due: perhaps, to theIr hIghly specIfic natu,re,

plies, in principle, to any solar energy system that Acc~r~mgly, we ge.nerate and analy.ze the statI~n-

must satisfy very low loss-of-ioad probabilities (or, ary statls~IcS and persI~te?Ce (seq~entlal) propertIes

equivalently, very high solar fractions)[1-5]. of (1) dally glob~1 ~adlatlon.on tIlted surfaces, (2)

Hourly solar radiation data are essential in the de- hourly global radIatIon ~n. tIlted surfaces, and ~3)

sign of solar energy systems with a memory of one h~urly, no~al beam ra~Iation.' for three AustralI.an

to a few hours (e.g., solar electricity generation[6,7], clImatIc statIons of varyIng latItude and clearnes~ m-

solar air conditioning[8] and control strategies in so- dex, We furthermore ask to what degree the statlon-

lar buildings[9-11]). S~cifically hourly normal beam ary statistics of these three radiation categories can

radiation data are required for m~deling systems with be predicted from the corresponding values of global

solar concentrators [ 12, 13], whereas hourly global ra- h.orizontal radiation, and to what degree their per-

diation data on tilted surfaces are necessary for non- sistence characteristics differ from those of global

b . , horizontal radiation.

concentrators ( uIldmgs, flat plate collectors, etc.).

Previous analyses have been restricted to global

horizontal radiation, on both a daily and an hourly 2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

timescale[14,15],becauseofgenuinemeteorological

W h d tdth Iii al '

d I. . . . eave a op e e genera orm Ism eve-

Interest, and because It IS a useful and natural startIng

d . I, d '
[14 15] S ' fi II' . ,

I d .. I ope m our ear Ier stu Ies , , peci Ica y:

poInt m so ar ra Iatlon ana yses, However, global I S ' '
I I rti d hi. , . ,. tatistIca ana yses are pe orme on a mont y

honzontal radIation data do not as such satisfy the, I .

th .

h h fil' . time sca e, SInce one mon IS s ort enoug to" 1 ter

needs of desIgn procedures for real solar collectors

t "

th I d I d . .,

d .

, . ou e year y an seasona eterminIstIc tren s m

(I.e., concentrators or nonconcentrators of arbitrary

I d ' t . S .

I f h I Iso ar ra la Ion. mce our ana yses 0 our y so ar ra-

diation data pertain to individual hours, this argu-

*

A d De - f M h . 1 E ' " B ment applies to hourly, as well as to daily, radiation.

n partment 0 ec amca ngmeenng, en- , "

, Gurion University of the Negev, Beersheva, Israel, In some locations, and for certaIn penods of the year,

. tCurrent address: Center for Energy and Environmental time scales longer than a month would still enable

Studies, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA, successful filtering out of deterministic trends and si-
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~.~t:~,:~: multaneously would offer a larger statistical sample. to-year fluctuations, we calculate .the stationary sta- seque'

':it~.~ An important exception may be high latitude loca- tistics for each individual year and then average over here J

.;1!-'~ tions (i.e., latitudes greater than around 50°), partic- all years, which we refer to as the "grand average" Rathe
:~1;:.;~~ ularly for the analysis of normal beam radiation, and denote by the brackets ( ). dardiz

,-';:~~j~ where, depending on hour of day and time of year, 4. The stationary tilted surfaces considered are

'"'.~ "",J,:';~~1i one month may actually be too long a time scale for limited to equator-facing sunaces at tilt angle equal
,: '.:;¥~~ filtering. out de~erministic tre~ds. This - is related to to latitude:!: a.bout 20°. This limitation is i~posed .

c~7;.~;J':; the possible rapid change of air mass with day of the by the observation that solar energy systems with sta- WI~ a

~:~~1~'; month, and is discussed in detail in the Appendix. tionary collectors will usually be designed within this dally t
c.c:~,~ 2. Our random variable is selected as the ratio of range of orientations, and by restricting our analyses

,"r~t~ radiation to its mean monthly value for that partic- to a finite number of cases of practical interest.

'" J,"'"""'"

~--""7J:J7 ularyear. In this way, we can retain information on 5. Our database, which is summarized in Table ( h

-::'i~g; year-to-year variations in the ra.diation statistics, ~d 1, is limi~ed to t~ree Australian!ocations, which span x:).erc
,,"'":l'.i;:' moreover can compare the stationary and sequential about 30 of latitude and a wide range of monthly

c "";;:~~"~.!~tfI~~ behavior of different hours on a common basis. This average clearness indices[16]. These data were gleaned
-: ;~¥t~~ point is not only of meteorological interest, but is from the broader database analyzed in our prior stud- 3. I

"~,..

~,::-,~'{i necessary in assessing how the performance of a so- ies[14,15], and satisfied the criterion of supplying both

,:_,:'.~ lar energy system ~ill fluctuate from year to.year, as reliable h~u~ly global horizontal and h~urly no~al 3.1 Sf,

.,';~~ opposed to gene:atmg one number only for ItS long- beam radiation .d~ta. All .our computations of dally It \\

~~;:_~,; fi term energy delivery. total global radiation on tilted surfaces are based on ! Pr b b

-.;',.}lc 3. Two kinds of dimensionless variables appear be- the summation of hourly data calculations. t.~. a.

;;~:~..~~ low: One is the "c~earness. i~dex," or ~tio of global In addition to calculating glob~l radiation on tilted :a~~~I(
;";- ,".;; honzontal (terrestnal) radiation to honzontal extra- surfaces, we have treated the diffuse and ground- d . . )

""'-~'A~ . I .. Th b I k d K d fl d d .. . . d h d latlon
:;::..':"~;~ terrestna !adlatlon. e sym 0 ~ ; an .enote re ecte ra latlon as ISOtrOpiC, an ~ve as~ume a ativel
;:.;.;;:",~i:::;~ clearne~s md~x on an ~ourly basIs (for hour I) and grou~d albedo,.p,.ofO.2. ~though the ISOtrO~I~ model of da~\

'1:;;':.,'":,,-"; on a dally basiS, respectively. We also employ "beam for diffuse radiation can Introduce nonnegllglble er- . .

::~:~£;: clearness .index," denoted by. kb!' which is the ra~io rors in the generation o~ global radiation on tilted sur- ~~VI:l

-;:" -,.',:;: of terrestnal normal beam radiation to extraterrestnal faces (from global honzontal and normal beam ra- y

::. ,.:;::':l" normal radiation for hour i. diation data) for certain orientations at certain hours,

- c

:~'" ';',c';'., The other dimensionless variable involves scaling these errors should not be significant in the cases

!'::: radiation by its monthly average value for a particular considered in the present study for two reasons. First, where t

:::,;;';~ year. For global horizontal solar radiation, we adopt we consider only equator-facing surfaces, at tilt an- are givl

:::,;;~ the random variables: gles that are equal to latitude :!:20°, for which the

-": cc:J~;~ errors engendered by the isotropic diffuse model can

;,:;);~;,!;~ xjEk;/kj and XEK/K be ~o~sidered small[17,18]. Second: many of our

-: :;.:c~~ statistical results depend on the relatIve, as opposed

~~:.::~~':~;~ where kj and K ~enote the mea~ monthly values of ~o the absolut~, value of ra~iation, in. w?ich case the
I';;;;;;;~.;;(, ~.:", kj and K, res~c~lvely, for a partlcul.ar year. For no~- Issue of the Isotropy of diffuse radiation becomes Our.

j""{::~:,":. mal beam radlatl°!1' the corr_espondmg random van- secondary. global ra

~,~4';tl able is Xbi E kbj/kbj ~here kbj is the mean monthly 6. Pers!stence times and persi~tence stre~gths are J I. DeVl

::;;;i.~~:: value of kbj for a particular year. expressed m terms of autocorrelation coefficients. As
I given (r;

-~,:;o:;;~:; For global solar radiation on a tilted surface, we detailed in[14,15], these coefficients are statistically 2. Veri

define the random variables: more meaningful if they are computed from a se- I propose(

quence of the corresponding standardized random I EstilT

.:. XTj E IT;/lTi and XT E HT/flT v~ables, -:vhich are fo~ed by connecting m~nthly day vari,

.'; senes of different years m order to form a suitably factor R

c~ where ITj and HT denote radiation on the tilted surface long sequence that exhibits weak stationarity. The need face at ti

i;' on an hourly basis (for hour i) and a daily basis, re- for this procedure is illustrated in the case of hourly

: spectively. iTj and fiT or denote their respective mean radiation by the fact that different individual hours of
:.c..:: monthly values for a particular year. the day can have different stationary statistics. Hence,

;..:;:;~:;;:" Toward retaining statistical information on year- it is not necessarily acceptable to simply calculate the which, f

'-"'"..;':' d" ","" " presse a

~;::c:::

~f'}':":' Table 1. Locations, months, and collector tilts considered. Data are hourly global horizontal and normal beam solar

"""'::;';

1 radiation for three Australian locations. h R:- were b

,~~,~'c Latitude Collector tilts diation fI

'-~.: Location (deg S) No. of years of data (deg) Months
".,,-, - - - -

Darwin 12.4 10 12.4 and 30.0 January, July, and November

~:';'

1 Hobart 42.9 10 20.0 and 42.9 January and June

,~",;;,:;,- Melbourne 37.8 10 37.8 March and August,co,: 0 - and Hd/h

- ,"

, -

. .

-~C' -':~ " - -, -~.-~ , -'- - - .~-
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,nary sta- sequential characteristics of the variable x (where x horizontal, To a good approximation, the diffuse

rage over here refers to the general case for Xi' Xbi, and XTi)' fraction, as correlated in studies such as [20], can be

avera Rather, we work with the corresponding hourly stan- expressed as a linear function of K, with coefficients: :

'- dardized random variable z, defined as
lered are Hd/H= 1,286-I,429K, (5) .-

~le equal z = (x - 1)/O"(x) ,', ~'.

-im osed SInce (0"2(XT» can be approxImated as:

wi~ sta- with a similar standardized random variable, Z, for -

'

th ' th '

s dail y total radiation, (~(XT» = 0"2(HT)/HT
1 m I x analyses, Z = (X - 1)/O"(X) = r P(X)[(XR/R) - If dX (6)

rest, I Jo '

in Table (where again, X refers to the general case for X and

1ich span ,XT), using eqns (2) to (6) we have:

monthl y I

: 2
~ gleaned : (0" (XT»

' d : 3. DAILY GLOBAL RADIATION ON STATIONARY
~or stu -

fing both TILTED SURFACES = (n + 2)(n + 3)4 C~ - 2(n + 2)(n + 3)3CIC2 ~;;

{ no~al 3,1 Stationary statistics (n + 5)(n + 6)(n + 1)3 (n + 4)(n + 5)(n + 1)2 ;:
of dally It would be convenient to be able to predict the -;-

based on Probability Density Function (PDF) of daily global (n + 2)(n + 3)(2C. + C~) ,::!

d ' , '

I d rf f b . ( ' + - 2C2 + 1 (7) "'"
. ra latlon on tl te su aces rom aslc I,e" more (n + 1)(n + 4) ,

on tilted readily available) statistical infonnation of global ra- 'i~

ground- diation on a horizontal surface, We note that a rel- where ;,

~umed a atively simple, analytic functional fonD for the PDF - - - :?:,;

II~model of daily global horizontal radiation, P(X), has been CI = -1.429K(Rb - Fd)/R and ,~:\;

glble er- previously proposed[14], which requires as input data C2 = {(Rb + F,) - 1.286(Rb - Fd)}/R, :;~,~;

llted sur~ only the grand average variance of X, (0"2 (X»:, . ~~it'

>earn ra In thiS procedure, we have accounted for the VarI- ;;;1£

.n hours, P(X) = CX" [1 - (X/Xmax)] (1) ation in R during the month in a simplified, approx- ~:~t:

ile cases imate fashion, An approximation implicit in the above ,;:,:

1S, Fir where the nonadjustable parameters n, Xmax, and C derivation is that the day-to-day variation of Rb dur- if;

t ~ilt _/ are given by: ing the month can be replaced by its mean monthly :':;:

h1Ch ilie = -2 5 + 0 5[9 + (8/ 2 (X»]I/2 value, Rb. We have observed that this approximation ;.~;.

odel can n .. 0" is justified for latitudes up to about 50°, In addition, ;;;;'

, of our Xmax = (n + 3)/(n + I) we have assumed that K can be approximated by K, r~~:

opposed C = (n + 1)(n + 2)/X::'~ . The accuracy of predicting (~(XT» given (~(X» only :[::1
case the is illustrated in Table 2 for two widely different cli- ;,;-.;~';

)ecomes

l Our p~oc.edure ~or predicting the, PDF for daily mates a~d assort~d tilt a~gles, (Corresponding results :~~:;:'l
global radIatIon on tIlted surfaces COnsISts of two steps: for the mtennedlate-latItude case of Melbourne are ~'."'"

19ths are

I ~. Development ~f a method for calculating (~(XT» not included in Table 2 since they were intennediate ~;1:
ents, As; gIven (0"2(X» (denved below); and in the accuracy of the point being illustrated,) :-c~

cistically I 2, Verifying the accuracy of the PDF functional fonD The second point is whether even with an accurate ,~c'.
m a se- I proposed in[14] against actual data, prediction of (0"2(XT» the PDF given by eqn (1), which ,,~

random i Esti~a~ing ,(0"2(XT» :ntails estimating the.day-to- had been originally developed and validated for daily"

m~nthly I day VarIatIon m XT dunng the month, ConsIder the global horizontal radiation, offers accurate predic- ;c;

suitably i factor R, the ratio of daily global radiation on a sur- tions for tilted surfaces as well. Sample comparisons ~'-:;:
['he need face at tilt angle ~ to that on the horizontal: are presented in Fig, I, Our conclusion is that the ~;,

f hourl~ = = PDF fo~ daily global radiation on tilted surfaces can ;:~~;:;

hours 0 R HT/H XT/X (2) be predIcted accurately from a knowledge of (0"2(X» ~..

Hence,

h ' h .. ' tr ' d ' ff d ' t ' b - only (for corresponding horizontal radiation) plus the ,;-C

llate the w IC , lor ISO OplC I use ra la Ion, can e ex '

I I ' ti ' ,

b ( )d sImp e ana ytlc unctIon gIven y eqn I, , c

presse as: .

; R = R + F - (R - F )(H /H) (3) 3,2 Sequential properties '~;:

m solar f b , b d d Our objective here is to compare the persistence .;

, .

-- where Rb is the daily conversion factor for beam ra- time and persistence strength for daily global radia- . ;,

diation from the horizontal to the tilted surface[19]; tion on horizontal and tilted surfaces, For daily global

horizontal radiation, our findings were that in the

- - F, = p(1 - cos ~)/2 and majority of (but by no means all) cases, the isolated

,vember F d = (1 + cos ~)/2; (4) effect of the one-day lag time was predominant[14],

Persistence (correlation) strengths, in the fonD of au-

-~ and Hd/H denotes the daily diffuse fraction on the tocorrelation coefficients, spanned a wide range (from

.

I

~:t:;':;,~;:,.:, :~;:I~"~;,,.., .;,.',.,~q,; ",-,C "- ; "o"""",..-"~c";",."",c"""'c",, -: - - ".",c.."'"",,!,,?"" ; "-c "-"';"" -
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:"':;~f:~;~':"

:';~~{\~ Table 2. Accuracy in predicting grand average variance for daily global tilted surface radiation; (cr'(XT», from the E

,?:~ grand average variance of daily global horizontal radiation, (fJ'2(X», via the procedure proposed in Section 3.1. Values

:~i~ tabulated are for grand average variances.

!:~~ Darwin, Australia-Latitude ~ 12.4°S
'"~:t~,,~

~:~;~~..,,~ Horizontal Tilt ~ 30° Tilt = latitude -

,." ,~~, 0-

.:,;-,;,~~ Month data data predicted data predicted ~ :

;'!~;.~ Q.

';'7,,"',,;~ 1 = Jan. 0.112 0.099 0.082 0.108 0.101

;"" ;;,~ 2 0.088 0.082 0.075 0.087 0.084

;1:;;,i.~ 3 0.107 0.110 0.108 0.106 0.109

;._:;f~ 4 0.025 0.029 0.032 0.027 0.028

"'.""""~~":

5 0018 0021 0027 00.!,~~:.",: .". 19 0.022

:\;~*} 6 0.010 0.012 0.016 0.011 0.013

(.-r"~",

7 0_.::;~fit; 0.006 .007 0.009 0.007 0.008

,:,,:t,.{k 8 0 007 0. 00 8

0 009 0 008 0 008. c~~. . ... 2

~~.:,;';;J;f.ij1 9 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.012 0.012

.,:"~i~' 10 0.020 0.020 0.017 0.020 0.019

::;:~g 11 0.042 0.038 0.029 0.041 0.038

..":t~i~ 12 0.074 0.063 0.050 0.071 0.066

...,,;~
{;:-;~~. Hobart, Australia-Latitude = 37.8°S -;:.

";',,.~ X.

::'.~~Z Horizontal Tilt = 20° Tilt = latitude ~ '

..,;;'i;;,~:~";i Month data data predicted data predicted

:;,;...:~~

;:;;""~'.;-; 1 = Jan. 0.087 0.085 0.088 0.084 0.085

;"~:Z:;f: 2 0.104 0.117 0.115 0.123 0120

~;~;.:i7~3~:; 3 0.100 0.135 0.123 0.148 0:141

~:.;',.,;:c 4 0.106 0.170 0.145 0.201 0.177

73ii,:i'::: 5 0.096 0.169 0.147 0.214 0.185 (

'~;":;c"';';:' 6 0.098 0.179 0.160 0.241 0.204

'c""'"' i.':'",'c 7 0.075 0.141 0.123 0.184 0158 .

."~,)1::,} 8 0.085 0.147 0.123 0.180 0:153 Fig: ~.

,.,'C" 9 0079 0115 0100 0135 0118 radlatlO;

;';-",t~ .""

co.' . 10 0.078 0.094 0.088 0.102 0.095

,,;:;~. 11 0.108 0.119 0.111 0.118 0.109

::::;"~ 12 0.096 0.100 0.096 0.097 0.092

. ~.:~\;~i~

,,:,,~:,;:::i;~~ around .0 to .5), with no apparent correlation to mulative frequency distribution) for individual hours
'::f!~;~ monthly average clearness index. and for daily total solar radiation were nearly iden-

~~':;;~!~i~ Our computational procedures, described in[14], tical, provided that radiation values were scaled by
iif~~:~ have been applied to the standardized random vari- their mean monthly value. The power of this obser-

"";;fiE.',:~; able ZT, ZT = (XT - l)fO'(XT), to generate the first vation lies in the fact that with far more readily avail-

::~;:::'~;;1j and second partial autocorrelation coefficients, <l>T( 1,1) able daily radiation data, one could predict accurately

:::?;;,1;¥4i:): . and <l>T(2,2), respectively. Partial one-day and two- the statistics for individual hours. In[15], we illus-

.,."",,' /...,. :

"':"'f:;::i;~ day lag autocorrelation coefficients indicate the iso- trated the validity of Liu and Jordan's proposal for j

.'; c! lated effect of one-day and two-day persistence, re- global horizontal radiation for a wide range of cli-

",-,...c,: spectively. Our key findings are that: matic conditions. This was done for the PDF, which

- ,.

:,.';I,~:c:~:~; 1. Values of <l>T( 1,1) are essentially equal to the cor- is a more stringent statistical test than the cumulative
"';'i;.;:~f:~';jt;; . responding values for daily global horizontal radia- frequency distribution (the latter being the integral of

, '. '",' .

"";f;:~~~; tion, <1>(1,1), to within a significance level of .05, a the PDF).

i~':J~:;:5fJi; point that is illustrated in Fig. 2. The validity of the observation for global radiation

,.".-""

'.::~'::'~'~7::~ 2. <l>T(2,2) can, in the vast majority of cases, be taken on tilted surfaces is illustrated in Fig. 3. Best agree- ;

-.,' -' .

;~~ as zero, at a significance level of .05, as was found ment is obtained for hours closest to solar noon. This'

:'c'i,~i.Jj~:1 for the corresponding horizontal radiation data. Es- occurs for two reasons. First, fluctuations in solar ra-
':',c;:.~;Z~?I~ sentially, then, a knowledge of the persistence be- diation tend to be greatest during the earliest and lat-

c:::.:;~;;;.~~ havior for daily global horizontal radiation is suffi- est hours of daylight. Second, the variation of air mass

:""'","'::?;j cient to predict the corresponding characteristics of with day of the month is negligible for hours near

;';'::::~;':':;: radiation on tilted surfaces. solar noon, but may become nonnegligible for hours

c c'" .
:' near sunnsefsunset.

, 4. HOURLY GLOBAL RADIATION ON STAT~ONARY 4.2 Sequential properties
TILTED SURFACES As was found in Section 3.2 regarding daily total

~ .. . r~diation, we find. ~at for hourly ra~ia~ion the pe~-

~""C""'" 4.1 Stationary statistics slstence charactenstlcs of global radiation on hon-

. It was originally suggested by Liu and Jordan[21], zontal and tilted surfaces are nearly identical. The )

that the stationary statistics (in the form of the cu- isolated effect of the one-hour lag time is predomi-

!

~...~7";;! - ~._~-~--=
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f j 60 05 fj;;..
rom th I . . ,':i' 1 V e j DARWIN ~ ~=L=12'.

/ / ~,'. .. i ~=:.). f ' 0_:.). ';c ..- / ",'

~=L='2.9. F.":'-'- ~NlMY[A,ta \ _20. / "
_Computed ~- / ;':1;

/ ;.J JUlY Doto / . ,;;:.:
___Computed / ... ,- -. "'-e j J- ~. / . ~

P redicted ; 25 3.0
R I ::: /. ~

n I- / "'
"- I -"- ~

F -v- /. ;.,
0 101 / . f";.. / I '

0 084 / 88 ;~0:109 . f!"

0..028 ;,;
0.022 ~;

0.013 0.0 2.0 0 05
0.008 XT =HT /Hr cp (1.1) .
0.008 2.0

0..012 HOBART Ii Fig. 2. Partial autocorrelation coefficients at one-day lag

0.019 ~=L=1.29. i\ time for daily global radiation on the tilted surface, <l>r(I,I),

0.038 JANUARY DoCoto t d j \ vs. those on the horizontal, <1>(1,1). Dashed lines indicate
- mpu e i' 95 fid I.. ,

0.066 i \ the % con I ence Imlt range. f

JUNE Doto \ f

---Computed' ;
~ .: - I ?510 I nant, and the persistence strength is high and uncor- :

e Do . /". related to clearness index. Specifically: ..,.c

predicted! 1\ ! I.. The first-order partial autocorrelation coefficients ;(

0.085 j )::>.1' for hourly global radiation on the tilted an~ horizon- !::

0..120 ~ /,' , ' tal surfaces, <l>Ti(I,I) and <1>;(1,1), respectIvely, are f":"

0..141 i / ,,' /,/ very close, a point that is illustrated in Fig. 4. !.':
0.177 I 0.0 ' 10 2. As was found for hourly global horizontal radia- "..~

0.185; XT=HT/HT tion, autocorrelation coefficients for hourly radiation -'
0..204 .I. . . on tilted surfaces at a given time lag (which is an ,;'

0.158 ; Fig. 1. Companson of data-based PDFs for dally global.

f . .1 ~, 0 153 \ d . t. t.lt d rf .th th t.. I d. t. Integer number 0 hours, sInce data are aval able at ":C'
. 1 ra la Ion on I e su aces WI eore Ica pre IC Ions as.. . 'if

0..118;. delineated in Section 3..1. discrete hourly Intervals only) can be well approxl- fc;:.
O..QQ~ ! mated by a constant value that is the average over all 'ii'

~ 1. hours of the day. i;

"'-" j 3. As for hourly global horizontal r:J.diation, the sec- .,:,

! ond-order partial autocorrelation 9Qefficient for hourly ,
~:i idual hours radiation on the tilted surface can be consid~:ed to l :.-

early iden- ;it;'
: scaled by 2D 2J. .".=
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, -"~--~~"'

to 20. "~~;"":' .

. ;'!ift' .Cklrwin ~=L..kon&July /

.~ .[kIrwln ~=:JJ:'.kon&July /
~':~:;.~' -Hobart .8=L.!on&June ,/ "~I ~ oHotXJrt '::/"7: ;//// ~ .. : ..:.~:: .

"'-';,~:c; I- /' / v ~..'
:1 -&- ///:///~/ 0.0 .. '~~~~:" 0.7

..:-;~:f[~ 0 ID Fig. 6. Examination of correlation between grand average

: -::',1.)~~ff cPj (1,1) <?f the variance of hourly beam clearness index, (a2~bi/
-::':f1t,\~ .. .. kbi», and grand average hourly beam clearness index, (kb.).

_:",,:'.'i!j~,: FIg. 4. PartIal autocorrelatIon coefficIents at one-hour lag Data are from cases listed in Table 1.
,g-J;~ time for hourly global radiation on the tilted surface, <l>Ti(l, 1),

: 'tf'c,1{'; vs. those on the horizontal, <1>.(1,1). Dashed lines indicate

., ~--~";c
'c;:~:::; the 95% confidence limit range. (We also found that there is no correlation as such

..~""

",:::~~ between the grand average variance of hourly hori-

...;:,~~ be zero (in the vast majority of cases) and indepen- zo~tal r~diation, (0-2(ki/kJ), and that of normal beam,

.,"~ ,.

( 0- ( k / k ) ),,-.j -'" dent of hour of the day, at a significance level of .05. bi bi.. .
I"'~;.,~". " Second, we wIsh to ascertam whether the obser-

:;:;,::~ vation of Liu and Jordan for global radiation also per-
.i::;:c~~~:~i S. NORMAL BEAM RADIAnO~ tains to normal beam radiation. In this case, since

~{;~;';;-'~~,,- daily beam radiation data are very rarely tabulated,

:;~::~~:;:;{ 5..1 Stationary statistics our interest is more in whether all hours have the same

;,t;~js;.;~~:~ First, we enquire as to whether there are any fun- PDF if radiation values for an individU!l1 hour are
" --.,,-~ - -

{;;:f'"~;':C~~,: damental correlations between (kb) and (k), as well scaled by their monthly average value. The fact that P(Xbi

~'::-~:;.,!:~t as among the moments (mean, variance, and skew- this is indeed the case is illustrated in Fig. 8.

]~.;:~~ ness) of h_ourly nof!Dal beam radiation. The data-based Third, it would be desirable to be able to predict

,,: -,'. '0 plot of (kb) vs. (k), presented in Fig. 5, reveals a the PDF for hourly normal beam radiation from a few

.,::; fairly strong linear correlation (coefficient of deter- statistical parameters only [24,25]. Figure 8 illus- where

::,;~~ mination R2 = .89). This plot differs from similar trates that the PDF for hourly normal beam radiation

--,.:,};,~;;~ plots of [22,23] in that the grand average hourly exhibits one qualitatively distinct feature compared to

,:~;:;:t:Jj clearness indices are plotted, as opposed to the in- that of global radiation-there is a high probability

-;;;!J~\"{i! stantaneous values that were presented in [22,23]. This density at zero (or very low values of) beam radia- xbi.m
~.~~f~~~~ . informatio~ is useful because.a kno",,:ledge of the more tio.n: Functional separation. o~ the accumulated prob- C

,;~;;;.::;~~~ common (k) ca!l be used wIth satisfactory accuracy ability at close to zero radIation from the rest of the
;,~t~~;{~ for predicting (kb). - distribution is required, as suggested by [24,26]. Ho\\
c.9~;;'!£~';;~1 Is a knowledge of (kb!) sufficient to predict the We find t~at the part of the dat~-~ased PDF aside data rer

;;':.J'J~;?ff~ ; grand average o~ the yanance and the_skewness of from the "spike" at very.low.radlatl~n can b~ ~ell (i.e., «(

.:-;:~~:1 ~bi' namely, (0- (kbi/kbJ) and (S(kbi/kbJ), respec- represented by eqn (I). Smce m our discrete bmnIng rameteI

-. ::1 tlvely? The data-based results are plotted in Figs. 6 procedure in analyzing the data, our bin size for Xbi C'

,;-..:.:; and 7, respectiv2ely, which di~play a trend, but with w~s chosen as 0.15, .the param~ter 8.in ~ur ~ormu- irlc:;i;

-:..";-;':7:c some scatter (R = .81 for Fig. 6 and R2 = .83 for latlon represents the mtegrated mtenslty m thIS first ~

:.~.-:~;.;j:1;'A"" . Fig. 7). (lowest Xbi) bin. We propose a PDF of the form: wi~m ~(

~I' :t: to ;.".:.. i:.. ~:~~~~;.:::.:ti~~,.. ~~i:

"c'" 'C'" v

/ . . - '.. the ran,
;::"::,:;;~~ : .:. .- C{) -1.5 .' . c~nce s!

.':'_-:~ . . .'. sIde thl

,: ': . . .

': . m FIg.

, 00 - 1.0 -3000 - 07 accurac

<kj> '. <kbi> culatio!

Fig. 5. Examination of correl~tion between grand average Fig. 7. Examination of correlation between grand average radiatio

c"~ hou.rly beam clearness index: (kbi), 3I!d ~d a:"erage h?':lfly <?f the skewness of hourly beam clearness index, (S~bi/ we pro(
.., honzontal global clearness mdex, (ki), mcludmg empmcal kbi», and grand average hourly beam clearness index, (kb.). radiatio:

. , best-fit linear relation. Data are from cases listed in Table 1. Data are from cases listed in Table 1.
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m as such ".co

:

urly hori- ~f',

nal beam, t.~{

[co;

:he obser- ao - Q - 3D ~:

xbi=kbi/kbi xbi=kbi/kbi c"':;

I also per- "';

,~: Ise, since Fig. 8. Examination of the validity of Liu and Jordan's observation for nonnal beam radiation. PDFs ;Tf:i:

tabulated are plotted for nonnal beam radiation on an individual hourly basis. ,:;, .,.c

~ the same :':

'. hour are --
- "

~ fact that P(XbJ = ~ (Xbi = 0.00 - 0.15) of the data-based (kbJ and (a2(xbJ). The results are i.:'

8. . = c' x:::

[ 1 -

( X . / x.

)] ( X . > 0.15

) ( 8 ) plotted in Fig. 10, which, for a broad range of clear- :~:~

t d t bl bl bl.max bl' .
d d I . d . d .

d be 1,,-- 0 pre 1C ness In ex an atltu e, In 1cate goo agreement - ,'!;,,:

:om ~ few where tween theory and data, at least for the database con- ::{\:

~ 8 sidered. Validation with other locations is necessary i~

. 'n

radIa","",1 n' = -2.5 + [6.25 - (6 - 48)/(1 - g)]1/2 before a~cep~i?g the above functional form for gen- }~'

npared to eral appl1cab1l1ty. r;}'

robability g = (1 - ~)«a2(xbJ) + 1) r:i

am radia- xbi.max = (n' + 3)/[(n' + 1)(1 - ~)] 5.2 Sequential properties #. ~;
Ited prob- C' = (n' + 1)(n' + 2)(1 - ~)/Xb;.~ . The sequential properties for hourly normal beam :~~.

est of the radiation are essentially the same as for hourly global ;}f,~

4,26]. However, since we wish to retain the limited input radiation on the horizontal and tilted surface. That is, ri~

'DF aside data requirement of the grand average variance only the isolated effect of the one-hour time lag is pre-
I f];?; 1 b~ ~ell (i.e., (a2(xbJ», ~ is, in principle, an adjustable pa- dominant, with fairly large persistence strength. This ;'c:

e b1nnlng . rameter (as opposed to the nonadjustable parameters point is illustrated in Fig. I I, which is a plot of the ,,'-

ze for Xbi C', Xbi.max, and n'). We therefore attempted an em- :

Ir ~ormu- pirical linear fit of the parameter to the grand average ,#

thIS ~lfSt beam clearness index (kbJ, as illustrated in Fig. 9, 0.1. ;*.
form. with the result: ;;!

: ~;;:;;;~ ".;~~i

~ = 0.312 - 0.446 (kbJ . (9) 0 0 0 oMelbourne :;:;

: ..'. .:?t

(We note a strong location dependence of the cor- 0': ~~:

relation, which is contrary to the proposal of [24].) (-.0 02 . ;,'??

Equation (9) is stri5=tly an empirical fit to data for '.;J~

the range 0.15 < <kbi> < 0.70 only. No signifi-. ~~~

cance should be attached to extrapolating eqn (9) out- '. :;,io;
side this range of (kbJ values. Although the scatter t . ,-"

. . .

in Fig. 9 is significant, it should be noted that the . ;.\

;7 accuracy in predicting ~ is not essential since in cal- 0.0 <kbi>. ::':

culations of energy delivery the probability density is .
d . t . .

ht d I t .

th th o fit FIg. 9. Data-based results for the parameter 8 of eqn (9)

ra 1a 10n we1g e . n any even W1 1S coarse 1 . -

)Id av' ." vs. grand average of hourly beam clearness Index, (k.. .
:x, {. we proceeded to predIct the PDF for normal beam including empirical bes1-fit linear relation. 8 represents the
Idex, (IC;j. radiation from eqns (8) and (9), given a knowledge integrated intensity for the bin 0.00 oS X., oS 0.15.
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'c-::?~",:~;.t:?;.: 1t30-1230 HoIXIrt I - Ckrw;.,I.kIn July Nov)

~W~f -:- \ -=:::::: ~~puted ~ '0 ~o;:~ 0:.: .~~"~~'~'
,-,-","~""':';,1""~,. ~ I 0 - 0 - -

..':;i::.l\ftcc;'. 1..0 <kb'>_..:.i'~t;;::i~; 11030-1230 Corwn I

:.,~~~yj;':,., Fig. 12. IIl~stration o~ lack of correlation between panial

. -".,~~ii',:;::;::: autocolTelation coefficient at one-h?ur lag !ime, <1>.,(1,1),
.. ;.r.fL~li:;~': == ~:naputod and grand averag.e ?earn cle~ess Index, (k.,), for hourly

"::'.~:';;'i;3"":5 normal be~m .radIation. An estlma.te .of .the av~raged elTor

~;:~"fi'\::;~'.:! .!5. 2.0 bars at a -sIgnificance level of .05 IS IndIcated m the upper

c::,:~;"i 0.. left-hand comer.

",J~~." . . .

::;,!:~{~~:.,; to solar concentrators wIth two-aXIs tracking,. the re-

..cc:.J:;:'-:;tttJE',: suIts are equally useful for solar concentrators mother

:i~:':~~~~~t'Ci: tracking modes (e.g., polar axis tracking, tracking

"~~;~{R~~'i~';~: 00 t5 - about the horizontal north-south axis trackinn about.'." """,: k /k ' ~

;1!:j::J(j~~;~: xbi= bi bi the horizontal east-west axis, etc.). Conversion of

::.'::~;fl.!f~;' Fig. 10. Comparison of data-based PDFs for hourly normal ~ns~antaneous (or hourly) beam radiation from normal

-';:~;i;!~~~i: beam radiation with theoret~cal predictions as delineated in Incldenc~ to a different tracking mod: is a purely

~ ~'::i~1: Section 5.1. ge~metnc proce~u~e. Hence, the persistence prop-

;:. ~£~,:; ertJes of beam radIation on the collector aperture should

::: J~; first partial autocorrelation coefficient for hourly nor- not be altered relativ~ to norm~l beam radiation. !he

'.~t: mal beam radiation, <l>bi(l,l), vs. that for hourly global PDF s~oul~ ~so remain approxlmat:ly the sam.e, smce

:;::;:~~';,:: horizontal radiation, <1>;(1,1). The uncertainty range for an individual ~o~r the geometrIc co~verslon fac-

;:.:.:::};~~~:j for our calculations at a significance level of .05 is ~or from normal !ncldence to the tracking mod~ of

..;:_~:;;;;.;;:;;:1~::~ indicated by the dashed lines. Interest can essentIally be assumed constant for a gIven

:~;.:~~t~~ Furthe~~re, in analogy to our findings for hourly month. at its monthly average value. Therefore, in-

~,;,;.~:;f~~;;~ global radlatlon[15], we find that there is no signif- fon:na~lon of the type prese~ted above for no~aI beam
::?t:"::;~"1~ icant correlation between <l>b;( 1,1) and (kb;), as illus- radiation .should be sufficient for the mod:llng of a

.":::.,,,,~~ trated in Fig 12 system with solar concentrators of any tracking mode.

.~::~;i~f;l . . ~

~~1~~~~r1 5.3 Significance for .so!ar concentrators 6. SUMMARY

. :.;:~; Although our statistical analyses were performed .
,:...:,.,.,. for normal beam radiation, which is directly relevant !he ~ypes of. analysIs and r~sults pr~s~nted her~ ~d

:::,'!", ",,;,;::i:.9: In pnor studles[14,15] are In the spmt of provIdIng
. -":;;c,;J:~:.~ the kind of solar radiation input data necessary for

.':;,:'.:'~~i::;;;;..~:~) to analytic, time-saving calculational procedures in the

.--~_.~C"'~" -Dorwln-Jon

':";;~f~::,:~~?:. .Corwin-July / design or modeling of certain important classes of

--~ ~-,..;;t .Hobor! -Jon

/ I Th f;,;:;i.;;;'{;.~1"'; 0 Hobort -June / / so ar energy systems. ey are 0 purely meteoro-

: '.':~;_'f::?;~J ,/0 / logical interest as well.

-~~- 0

c~~::i';:';'.::~" - ~.,.o all On one hand, studies of the stationary and se- I
,:;:;.:;:)(!y~~ .2 / / . ~ -=y quential characteristics of horizontal global solar ra- t

:,,;;:~:'.~-t:i1J:~1 -l //. O...l_;"/ diation by themselves do not provide the information t

;:';,';;,;~~::;:~4;.:i; / / / on global radiation on tilted surfaces, and on normal

t._~""'$..~, /

;~'::~;,~i~~;~~ / // beam ~adiation, w.hich are essential input data for the \

i~:;"c'~~,:f~', / modeling of certain classes of solar energy systems. t

:;;;:f;:~;:~ // On the other hand, one would expect these properties ,
;;;,;;,i" ,: a "" ID to be closely related, due to the strong correlation

...' :':. ' <Pill,11 between global and beam radiation[22,23,27]. The

:; .. .. purpose of this article has been to extend recent time

~". ~Ig. II. PartIal autocolTelation coefficient at one-hour lag . .. .,~.:~~ time for hourly normal beam radiation, <1>.,(1,1), vs. those serIes analyses of global honzontal solar radIation to
of hourly global horizontal radiation, <1>,(1,1). Dashed lines tilted surfaces and to normal beam radiation.

indicate the 95% confidence limit range. For three Australian climatic stations that span

I

...
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El around 30° of latitude and a wide range of monthly Hd daily total horizontal diffuse radiation
~vl average clearness indices we have found that: H daily total horizontal global radiation

June) 1 Th . ..' f d .1 I b I d. t . HT daily total global radiation on the tilted surface
. .e statIonary statIstIcs 0 . al y g 0 a ra la Ion IT' hourly global radiation on the tilted surface .

on a tIlted surface can be predIcted accurately from K daily clearness index !:-

fundamental statistical information relating to daily k, hourly clearness index for horizontal global radia- ~:
. horizontal global radiation (which are far more readily tion. f;

: available). This calculation involves a geometricjsta- kbi hourly beam cleame~s Index ~

. .. . n exponent parameter m eqn (I) :;:;

. tlstl~al transformatIon and use of the same.slmple an- n' exponent parameter in eqn (8) [,
alytlc formula for the PDF that was prevIously pro- P(X) probability density function (PDF) ;:.,

posed and validated for daily horizontal global R2 coefficient of detennination (in linear regression r;;"
radiation. fit~) .. ~:

2 Th . t t . d . t t th R. dally beam conversion factor from honzontal to
~ '"~;" . e persIs ence Imes an persIs ence s reng s ' I d -" . (;:-

. U te su"ace .

0,8 for daily tilted surface global radiation are essentIally R daily global conversion factor from horizontal to fJ,;;

the same as for daily horizontal global radiation. Spe- tilted surface r~,:

een partial cjfically, for dail~ global r~diation, t~e isolate.d effect X K/~ . :~:

. .1. ( I) of the one-day tIme la g IS Predominant wIth pe r- X m~lmum value of X, parameter m eqn (I) "., 'l'bi 1, , 'x k/k :
for hourly sistence (correlation) strength .in the range .0 to .4, x~ k~/fbi r:
raged error and uncorrelated to clearness Index.

ma ximum value of x 1;':1 the upper ... Xbi,ma~.. r,
3. The persIstence tImes and persIstence strengths Y mean monthly value of the variable Y f:!'

for hourly global radiation on a tilted surface and <9) grand average of the variable Y (average of Yover ::'
hourly normal beam radiation are essentially the same various ~ears), . . .,-

a th ...
Th . th z standardized random vanable for hourly radlauon :;I_, e re- as for hourly honzontal global radIatIon. at IS, e

Z d d . d d . bl f d ' I d .. ...- . . . stan ar Ize ran om vana e or al y ra lauon "
rs In other isolated effect at the one-hour time lag IS predoml- 13 collector tilt angle "~

, tracking nant, with high persistence strengths that are uncor- & integrated value of PDF for nonnal beam radiation ";',

jng about ; related to clearness index. over the range 0.00 S x., S 0.15 :::::
rersion of ! 4. The observation of Liu and Jordan of the equiv- 0; st~dard deviation ,-::

I I f th . .. f d . 1 I b I CT vanance .

m norma a.en.ce 0 e statlon~ .statlstl~s ~. al y go a ra- p ground albedo :;,

a purely dlatlon and global radIatIon for indIvIdual hours (pro- <1>(1,1) first partial autocorrelation coefficient ~

:Ice prop- vided radiation values are properly scaled by their <1>(2,2) second partial autocorrelation coefficient ~~::;
lre should mean monthly value) applies equally well to global t~;o~
Ition. The radiation on tilted surfaces and to normal beam REFERENCES tt:;,

d . . f'
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-~~j~: APPENDIX: !,~:.~'~i:

~,:;c:~1 THE PROBLEM OF THE MONTHLY TIME SCALE FOR HIGH LATITUDES f,i;}~)ij!

~,..",", tJ'~

~;'.::;"".~ A monthly time scale was selected for our analyses since soever) can still yield PDFs for individual hourly radiation,
I '.r~';~tt; c,,~~7;:?g~ it was deemed short enough not to .re.qu.ire further fil~ering over a month, which ex:hibit a bim~da! distrib~tion (i.e., f~~1~?;;

:c,,;"""""" out of seasonal and yearly determlDlstlc trends. This ap- peaks at both low and high solar radiation). This could be '"':"'E~(,

t{;{~j;:-:~;:: proximation is valid provided the inherently geometric ef- one component in explaining the unusual bimodal PDFs ob- f;;.,;;:.~;*j;

~$~:,~;:\ fect of air mass (or, equivalently, solar zenith angle) does served by [25] at high latitudes. ;;:"i~'::::"
:~~-,,~;':,; not change significantly over one month, relative to its This effect is more pronounced for beam than for global ;i;i.R;:;

~!;!:~.~~;~ monthly average value. However, air mass can change radiation, because the strong correlation between beam and t:t;;~1::;

~:"-"t~: markedly even over one month. At low to intermediate lat- diffuse radiation partly masks the effect for global radia- :;:1:~~~~

.';:;~~:'~ itudes, this large monthly variation occurs for sunrise/sun- tion. As an exa"!.ple, we calculated the variation in.T, = k,/ r:~~;'~i:ri{
:;::~':,~i:-'~~ set h?urs. These e~treme.hours are usually not include? in ki ~nd X.i = k..!k.i over ~e cou.rse of the month of July at ';:1.-~~1#,

,:... the kinds of analysIs considered here for two reasons. First, latitudes of 12 Sand 42 S (which correspond to the loca- !:;":';'

.',:;..:, there is a problem of reliability of measurement accuracy tions of Darwin and Hobart, Australia, analyzed here). for ;,;;~:,;;:

:::~.~ a~ s,;,ch low ins.ola!ion levels (and, for horiz,ontal global ra- a nonflu.ctuating atmosphere in ",:hich the only ~tmospheric r~::i1;~-\

:,.; ,:c,::;:li:i dlation, large incidence angles). Second, In solar energy attenuation effect was that of air mass. The diffuse-beam r "'~,,' .,. ,."" ,.", ,,-

"",-.:z;;i applications, energy delivery during these extreme hours is correlation was taken as that of [27]. At :t3 hours from "c';'~-,:i;"
::~:::.~;;:K~~ typicall~ negli~ible. . solar noon, we found t?at at 12°5 latit~de, Xi ~d -~.. varied t~.;J~J"4

:~;~~f~ At high latitudes, thiS problem can become pronounced by I % and 4%, respectively, ab~ut th~lr respectlv~ monthly ~;,c~irf;,f;

...,::!',';,.;~)' even at hours that are two or more hours removed from average values. However, at 42 S latitude, Xi vaned by 8LTc 1".;;~_;;r.T{{

;"~,~~;1 sunrise/sunset, as a calculation of solar zenith angle re- and X., by 40% about their respective monthly average val- :;{:,,;:~::;,

"lc:,;';: veals. This simply means that caution must be exercised in ues. The effect becomes rapidly more pronounced with in- ;\';~Z'j:

;..~';: selecting even a period as short as one month for statistical creasing latitude. For example, at 60° latitude, even the :i~~t1~:

~; analysis of solar radiation at high latitudes. For example, variation in Xi (global radiation) is sufficiently large so as j~j:~f~;:;'
;}~' we find that via the air mass effect alone, at high latitudes, to invalidate the assumption that deterministic trends have ':i~:,~;;~.;!

';';;;' an idealized atmosphere (i.e., with no fluctuations what- been filtered out. :$;;i,-~¥
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